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Bartleby The Writer 

By Martin Nakell 

Prologue and Apologia: Bartlcby was written in I85J This pensee upon 

Bartleby, written in I999, pretends at no explanation of what Melville 

wrote in 1853, or necessarily of what Bartleby means in 1999. It 

enters, now, again, into the continuous dialogue with the story Melville 

wrote. It intends to displace no other theory or reading of Bartleby. It 

continues the work Bartleby left: it is writing in the presence of the 

refusal to write. 

B artleby quits writing. That is his root radical act. It is not tl1e firsr 

thing to which he says no, and neitl1er is it me last thing, but iris 

me crucial thing. I prefer not to, he says, and he means that he prefers 

not to continue writing. What is this cessation, this rupmre, me clarity 

which radiates from this refusal? With all of Bartleby's work still on his 

desk, to be done, Bartleby, who was a writer, can no longer be said to 

be a writer. He is a figure etched out of me grotesqueness of his death 

into the barely discernible nearly diaphonous ubiquitous mythic char

acter of me writer. 

Bartleby did not choose not to leave me Law Office, he did not 

choose to be arrested, he did not choose to be incarcerated, he did 

not choose to die. He chose not to do proofreading, men he chose 

not to do errands, then he chose not to write. All else flowed tl1ere

from. 

It is not a fault, but a preference mat tl1e form of Bartleby's writing 

is that of me scrivener. Bartleby is not a writer of fiction, of poetry, of 

essays, even of legal docwnents. Bartleby's writing has notl1ing to do 

with content, almost nothing to do with form, but everyming to do 

with the act of writing. Every writer copies in every writing. The source 

of tl1e writer's copying may be hidden. It may be some vision, copied 

into language. It may be some re-told story, copied over anew and re

told again into the living moment. It may be only the memory of a 

word, and it may be that word misremembered, metamorphosed by 

context into another word. Derrida makes it clear in Of Grammatology 
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that writing is not an inferior form of speech. But even when poets, 

such as Wordsworth or William Carlos Williams, for example, copy 

speech directly into their poems, that speech is transformed in the 

process. The writing is not an inferior, reportorial form of tl1e speech; 

tl1e speech now has acquired a different, new quality: it has tl1e quality 

of writing, as it has the potential quality of being read, which is again 

a different act from being heard, in conversation, for example. Thus, 

tl1ere is not a conflict between the idea that all writing is a form of 

copying, and tl1e idea tl1at writing is not an inferior form of speech ( or 

picture, or dream image, etc.). 

Because Bartleby is not concerned witl1 content, hardly concerned 

with form, l1is is not a derivative writing, but the most original of all 
writing, that whose purpose can ignore the problem of the derivitive. 
Bartleby's is the act of writing itself, it is pen, paper, ink, the position 

at the desk, it is the eyes which see tl1e words from the source-text and 

it is the closeness, the obviousness of that source-text that make hirn 

original, for Bartleby engages tl1e original act of writing, the act of 

scription itself. He is tl1e scriptor. He refines the act of writing, clari

fies it of the cumbersome clutter of meaning and form. No ocher 

writer in the history of writing in the history of fiction is so clearly a 

writer, so truly a writer, so honestly a writer. This act of copying, this 

original act of entering tl1e irrational gorge the unknowable landscape 

with complete faith to retrieve from it the act of writing and not be 

concerned with the content or hardly form is so self-evidently an act of 

beauty to begin with. 
It is not tl1at Bartleby ignores meaning or form. He is unconcerned 

with them. He accepts the meaning and the form as given to him 

because they are as equal to any meaning, any form. They satisfy him. 
They are gist for writing, writing is the cause. In the process of writing 

both the meaning and the form pass through Bardeby's conscious

ness. He awakens to them. Because tl1ey are a given, Bartleby does not 

suffer the interference of inspiration, of thought, of construction. 

Nothing intrudes between Bartleby and the word in the act of its 

formation. Bartleby hears in his mind each word as he writes. 

We must imagine that Bartleby chose to write. We can offer up as 

evidence the fact that Bartleby chose not to write. (A corollary: the 

other scriveners in Bartleby's office - or elsewhere - have not chosen 

to write, they are those who cannot choose not to write.) So it is 
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Bartleby alone who is this original writer. Any scrivener who chooses 
to write could attain me same status. But Melville's narrator tells us 

mat "I waive the biographies of all other scriveners, for a few passages 

in the life of Bartleby, who was a scrivener, the strangest I ever saw, or 
heard of." 

Bartleby has come from his position at me Dead Letter Office, where 

all he could do was to handle "dead letters," assort them "for me 

flames." Not just dead epistles, but literally, dead letters, the letters of 

the words themselves have died. This is Bartleby's necessary, rigorous 

apprenticeship. This is where Bartleby learns of the possibility of death 

iriherent in letters. This detail of Bartleby's life we learn not early on in 

the story, but at the very end, almost as an appendage, almost an 

afterthought. But what is thought after becomes primary. It cannot 
significantly be thought until the preceding is known. 

When Bartleby comes to the Law Office, he enters his new profes

sion of scrivener with an automated rapaciousness. " ... Bartleby did an 

extraordiriary quantity of writing." He is making each one of those 

letters live. "As if long famishing for somethirig to copy, he seemed to 

gorge himself on my documents. There was no pause for digestion. 

He ran a day and night line, copying by sunlight and by candle-light. I 

should have been quite delighted with his application, had he been 

cheerfully industrious. But he wrote on silently, palely, mechanically." 

As if tryirig to outpace writing, to outwrite writing. Writing, after his 

position in the Dead Letter Office is the only thing which would revive 

Bartleby so that Bartleby could revive writirig. It is the only act which 

would fill him wim enough of the elixir of writing mat it might coun

teract the dosage of death he received from the Dead Letter Office. 

But writing is not only the life-force, the act of energy, it is to be in the 

presence of death as well. Vico has it that all poetry is about death, no 

matter its putative subject, because the source of poetry is in me chants 

and dances of primitive tribes who exorcised the anxiety of death 

mrough mese rituals. Therefore, per Vico, each poem re-enacts this 

anxiety rin1al, bririging death to life so that life can survive. Poetry, 

chanting, or writing (not equal, but equivalent) can only assert life in 

me face of the threat of death. Is that what Bartle by discovered in his 

orgy of writirig? Is that the poirit at which he pronounced: I prefer not 

to. Had Bartleby gone so far as to despair of tl1e salvation inherent in 

me act of writing. Was he overwhelmed with the enormity of his task? 
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Was he suddenly aW<u·e of its futility? Or had Barcleby gone so far as to 

discover, as Nietszche suggests ("how he cliat says No and does No to 

au unheard-of degree, to everyclung to which one has so far said Yes, 

can nevertheless be cl1e opposite of a No-saying spirit."), that Bartleby 

had seen not cl1e deacl1, but the negation at tl1e heart of his writing. 

Having done so, he recognized mat the to reveal clrnt negation he had 

to refuse, to negate, to say no without becoming a nay-saying person, 

to say no in order to announce cl1e totality of cl1e act of writing. 

Nietszche, in Ecce Homo: " ... how he that says No and does No to 

an unheard-of degree, to everycl1ing to which one has so far said Yes, 
c.m nevercl1eless be cl1e opposite of a No-saying spirit." Let me re-cast 

that slightly. Only by saying no to an unheard-of degree to everyming 

to which one has so far said Yes, can one be me opposite of a No

saying spirit. It would be amicable to assert mat wimin the heart of 

Barcleby's No cl1ere resides, mere grows, there radiates a Yes. But me 

radical nature of Barcleby's act is to annihilate cl1at imperishable Yes, 

by which amuhilation cl1is No can be seen. Were it a no of spite, a no 

of exhaustion, a no of victory, a no against society, were it a no against 

god, were it a no to loneliness, to despair, to habit, to world-weariness, 

a no even to happiness, a no to social commmuon, a no to me future 

in honor of the present, a no to deam, a no to fear or trembling, a no 

to freedom, it would have wicl1in it cl1e kernel of that Yes to germinate 
even to sprout on me page in front of us. But if anytlung must blos

som it muse be mis no. We cannot take refuge in a hidden yes, we must 

take refuge only in the revelation of I prefer not to. 
Bartleby says no to writing. From mat everycl1ing else flows: conster-

nation, confusion, reaction, deam, love. 
In his crucial moment Bartleby says I prefer not to. I prefer not to 

write. He says No and does No to an lUlheard-of degree, to everyming 

to which he has so far said Yes. How men does he become the oppo

site of a nay-saying spirit? That ming we must fear most. 
Having asked a question, I have to say that there are many answers, 

many more chan I can imagine, let alone subscribe. Some surely reside 

yet with Bartleby either in his grave or in his incarnation as the mymic 

writer. 
At me most evident level, Bartleby exposes me No which might go 

by so many other names or go even nameless, umranlated into lan

guage. It may be called at one period in history cl1e Thanatos or me 
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Instinct for Thanatos. It might be called by anomer a lonely impulse of 

delight. In another age it might be called Will, the Triumph of me 

Will, Negative Self, me Will to Power exercised in a vacuum of power

lessness, it might be Blake. It might be called Urizen, Poseiden, Zeus. 

Kafka. Deam. 

But to achieve tl1e act of becoming the opposite of a nay-saying 

spirit it must adopt the qualities of all these names, men discard mern, 

maintaining echoes of them as memory. For to become mat which 

says no to everyming to which one has said yes, while becoming me 

opposite of a nay-saying spirit, is someming which can be accomplished 

in writing, in the act of writing, in the act of refusing to write. An 

alchemical change takes place then in the cognitional relationship be

tween me ink, the letter, me writer, me person. It is a circular relation

ship which does not complete its circularity, whose circularity is bro

ken (always was broken) by me No. It cannot be done in music be

cause it must be done wim the word No. It cannot be done in dance 

because it must be done wim me word No. It cannot be done in art 

because it must be done wim the word, No. I prefer not to. Ir must be 

done first at me stage in Western Civilization at which Bartleby does 

it, when me act of saying No - as the act of writing - has not yet been 

critically understood, but will soon be taken for what it is: tl1e saying 

of No wimout becoming a nay-saying person. 

It is not silence mat Bartleby proposes, although silence appears to 

be its consequence. Silence is an invention of consciousness which 

succeeds Bartleby. 

Writing is not me ultimate act of affirmation. Affirmation precedes 

writing, or, certainly, we can say that affirmation is born at the very 

latest at me instant of writing. It is not certainly born any later, not 

after me moment of writing. Writing is in a razor-sharp whirlwind witl1 

affirmation where carelessless can kill the writing. It is not this affir

mation which Barcleby denies when he says, I prefer not to. It is tl1e 

act of writing itself which he denies, perhaps because mat act, in me 

original form in which Bartleby practices it, contains everything. If it 
contains affirmation, it contains despair. If it contains triumph, it con

tains defeat. If it contains me deferral of time, it contains the iUusion 

of time. If it contains the human, it contains the wmameable. If it 
contains sorrow, it contains cruelty. lf it contains history, it contains 

contradiction. If it contains me present, it contains tl1e conditional 
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tense. If it contains visual phantasmagoria, metaphore, metonymy, hy

perbole, color, image, it contains the void, it contains the word. What 

Barcleby practices is pure writing, the act of writing. Bartleby is the 

writer not in cl1e sense that he is someone who cl1inks of writing, 

makes a profession of writing, identifies herself as a writer, poses as a 

writer. Barcleby is a writer because each day he comes to his office and 

there he writes. All day. So cliat at the end of his long day he has 

practiced not his art or his craft and not even his ritual but his uncon

ditional. He has written. With his hand, wicl1 his ink, with his pen. 

Bartleby, in his descent, enlightens. We have no other fictional writer, 

not in Don Qui,-...:ote, not in The Thousand and One Nights, who choses 

ro stop writing. This is cl1e particular genius of Melville, of Bartleby. 

For Don Qui,-...:ote, for che Thousand and One Nights, the narrative 

muse extend in order for life to go on. Once the narrative, the narrator 

is exhausted, the tale is over. Once Barcleby stops, writing continues. 
Any one of us pick up Bartleby's pen at cl1at point, and he has signaled 

us to do so. Every one of us willing to accept Bartleby's terms, his 

recognition. And indeed, Don Qui,-...:ote dies, his narrative ended, his 

humane pacl1os accomplished. And indeed there are A Thousand and 

One tales. Bue for Bartleby, there is the act of writing itself, which, by 

stilling, he sec in perpetual motion, a phenomena which I believe still 

does not exist in the language of science. 
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The Fulfilling Word 
By Patrick Pritchett 

The problem of transmission is fundamental to Judaism, indeed to 

the idea of culture itself. The anxieties of establishing continuity 

go to the very heart of what we mean by memory. How may the past 

be guaranteed to the future? How is culture carried over and medi

ated from one generation to the next? How is identity formed and re

formed in its endless conversations with the dead? And how do the 

dead speak to us? Charles Reznikoff opens his great poem, "By The 

Well of Living and Seeing" with these lines: 

My grandfather died long before I wos born, 

died omong strangers; and all the verse he wrote 

os lost-

except for whot still speaks through me 

as mine. 

Here, transmission is envisioned as something enacted with a degree 

of autonomy, not necessarily to be read as genetic, but rather, perhaps, 

as a set of codes perpeniated in and by language itself. 

Tom Mandel's haunting Prospect of Release (Cha-...: Press, $12.95) 

undertakes cl1e task of recovering cl1e lost prinlary mode of transmis

sion - the death of a parent. In this intricate series of 50 son.nets 

written in elegy for his stepfather, Mandel articulates cl1e iterations of 

sorrow with all the laconic rue and gravity of rabbinical injunction. 

Austerity becomes the principle not of denudation bur replenishment. 

To start at Aleph, the zero, the nadir - cl1e place of irremediable loss 

- is sinlultaneously to engage the plenitude of language as response to 

cl1e dead, to make from the bare ruined choir of an unrequited an

tiphonal longing the forms of solace, that are also the forms of inher

itance, of transmission. For Mandel, as for Jabes, to confront deacl1 
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means to confront the very nature of language itself. How do we 

mourn the loss of the Other, these poems ask, while knowing that the 

words we use to connect also betray us with every breath? The form 

of all our knowing is language - "the King's highw,1y" - as Mandel 

calls it. How we travel on this road, and what congress it maintains 

between its own public discourse mid our private soliloquies, is just 

one of the many themes this book so brilliantly engages, not so much 

through elegy as by the quest for - and the questioning of - elegy. 

Long associated with Lmguage Poetry, M,mdel in his previous book, 

Letters of the Law, began an investigation of the relationship between 

language, consciousness ,md codification which drew deeply on the 

tradition of Jewish law and mysticism that has always made those 

concerns its own. Prospect of Release in many ways continues that 

investigation, but on a much more intimately modulated and poignant 

scale. The marvel of the book is that the poignancy is achieved through 

a stripped down diction that plays alertly and harmonically on key 

ideas and phrases, and by a subdued, formal rhythm perfectly conso

nant with the starkness of tl1e poet's grief, his sense of loss. Loss here 

remains loss - what cannot be replaced - and yet: "Don't la.nee his 

healed wounds," tl1e poet enjoins, following the steps of tl1e ancient 

Judaic prescription for mourning, its stern psychology. Loss is also 

what enables transmission from one person to another to occur; it 

creates a "reverence modeled on absence." The form of language -

"our rigorous oral tradition" - encodes the way of compassionate 

living. "Not stasis, neither gnosis is your goal." And even though, as 

the poet laments, "Grief's code of desire cannot be read," it is never

theless through language that he is permitted entry to the ongoing 

engagement and renewal of the world, a process not to be confused 

witl1 history, or even nature, botl1 "idols formed from false proposi

tions." "Of the ten things made at twilight/the greatest was 'speech

act."' Therefore, "vowels, bring on morning. Consonants, cause the 

sun to set." Through utterance, we embody a world. 

In the Sefer Ta'amei ha-Mitsvoth, according to Gershom Scholem, 

souls cluster in communal groups and may return to aid the living 

during times of crisis. "For tl1e dead of each and every family ... a.re 

like tl1e roots of a tree, and its branches are tl1e living, for the living 
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exist by virtue of the merits of the dead." Mandel's poems seem to 

draw nourishment from mis idea: "Like the living the dead are many/ 

connected in all traces to the common social order." This affirmation 

of communality takes its strengtl1 from Judaic tradition, but also re

calls Joyce's "me cords of all link back: strandentwining cable of all 

flesh." To link to me dead, for Mandel, is both the e>rpression of grief 

and the norninalization of a self in opposition to an absence: 

I speak to establish my 

isolation from you, the object of 

my address, whose silence unottoinoble 

listens but cannot respond. Only tears 

interrupt such words; tears ore 

o trope for the presence of the dead. 

The motions of grief a.re one and the same with the motions of re

membering. The conjuration of the dead, mat is so necessary for es

tablishing the sense of communal continuity, is performed not by some 

necromantic apostasy, but mrough the sanctifying figurations of me 

poem. That which is absent is again made present, if only at a dis

tance, if only at that remove inaugurated and solemnized by the ges

tures of invocation. Seen this way, it is the living who endure an exile 

from the dead, one that is redeemed by the tropes of memory. Above 

all, this exile is redeemed by the highest of speech-acts, the poem. 

In his essay on Judaism, "The Indestructible," Maurice 

Blanchot writes that Judaism exists as a means to affirm the nomadic 

quality of being human: "through exile ... and exodus ... the experi

ence of strangeness may affirm itself ... as an irreducible relation ... so 

mat ... we might learn to speak." The project of living, which is also 

the project of life's relation to death, might be described in just the 

same way. By the death of He-Who-Is-Loved, the poet is compelled to 

ex-press the exactness of that relation between the dead and tl1e living, 

the fulcrum and the hinge from which depends me all-tl1.n-is-sayable: 

Interrupting each other thus, we make 

language whole, grounding in speech 

both isolation and resolution. We give 

exemplary articulation to life and death. 



rorming one mera-so1rnet, these poems sustain their mecUration on 

death and the po sibiUties of language through a structure bocl1 her

metic and open, enacting a syntax of repetition which continually ques

tions and re-affirms language's power to transmit "our rigorous oral 

tradition." Unlike traditional elegies, these poems don't presume to 

circumscribe grief by leveraging memory into the recreation - the 

buyout - of cl1e v.mished Ocl1er cluough ,Ul accumulation of mundane 

derail. Rather, they subject the appeal to memory, and its assump

tions, to what might be called a poetics of absence. By signifying ab

sence - the total evacuation of cl1e self - presence may actually stand 

out beyond itself, revealed in cl1e aura of its unsignifying numinosum. 

Blanchot, again, from The Space of Literature: 

the lock is the being that lies deep in the absence of being ... the lock is what 

still remains of being when there is nothing ... when everything hos disappeared, 

there is still something: when everything locks, lock makes the essence of being 

appear, and the essence of being is to be there still where it locks, to be inas

much as it is hidden (252-53). 

Dwelling at the margins of the sayable, Prospect of Release rescues the 

relation with cl1e Ocl1er from cl1e totalizing gesture of language. This 

steady refusal to collapse difference, not to annul the anxiety it stands 

in through appeals to conventional sentiment, gives these elegies a 

uniquely ed1ical distinction. Mandel's concerns are not unlike chose 

of Emmanuel Levinas, who writes of cl1e Od1er in his Totality and 

Infinity cl1ac: "The relation wicl1 cl1e other does not nullify separation 

... does not establish a totality, integrating me and the Other ... Ramer 

... the relation of me and the Omer commences in the inequality of 

cl1e terms." 

You ore my second, one soys to the other, 

whom repetition changes and explains, 

bearer of identity, yet other -

my stand-in and myself. 

Identity is both the measure of the gap between selves and what passes 

over cl1at gap via transmission, the utterance and re-utterance of words , 
instructions, even those tears cl1ar are "a trope for clte dead." On the 

King's Highway, "repetition transforms our route." Or as Mandel 

writes in another sonnet: "an ultimate letter/ chants the text ir changes 

... " In this sense, all writing is an enacting of a colloquy with cl1e dead, 

with what has already passed, figuring cluough the ancient and vari

ous tropes of emptiness and absence a presence, it may be, mat is 
beyond presence. 

Do not speak of these 

words but repeat them, accompany me, 

understand the strength of transmission, 

the authority of the lonely in the meaning 

of words ... 

In the meaning of words, clte aud1ority of the lonely is that which 

insists on itself, which makes of its isolation a bride to a meaning cltat 

clte dead once occupied, and once invested wiclt clteir living. But even 

to say so is already to have moved on, to have passed, and in passing 

reject both history and nature, cltose "idols formed from false propo

sitions." Instead: "the answer is/to be what's named, clte category/of 

person ... " By the authority of clte naming, the cask of the living 

becomes clte transmission of a new code, a re-naming and a re-draw

ing of the circle which embraces born the living and che dead. ("Es 

war ein Kreis," Mandel quotes Celan in clte book's epigraph - "it was a 

circle" - and indeed, clte entire sequence of sonnets moves in a circu

larity whose action continually re-inscribes clte relations between self 

and oclter, performing a shuttle between cl1e question and me affirma

tion, the caH and the response). 

These profoundly moving poems are a speaking for the dead in 

which the dead continue to record clteir fevers: what cltey burned for 

when alive, and what still burns me living. But clte dead are also the 

metaphor through which we cry to speak the presentness of our living: 

the instantiating moment that both eludes and propels us - the sense 

of our own otherness, in opposition to the non-being of clte dead, as 

it comes to us cltrough the medium of clteir unending transmissions. 

Prospect of Release not only performs a reinvigorated Kaddish, a new 

inscription and recuperation of the Book of Departure, it also recovers 

for us what might be called a Bardo for the living, a set of instructions 

from which we may learn how to endure and reconfigure die absent 

presence of clte dead. "The srory that prepared us," clte text of the 



father, "has died." Yer the process of re-inscription is fructifying, as 

Mandel makes clear in his beautiful translation of Isaiah: 

Like dew, rain and snow descending 

to fructify earth, my word falls from my mouth 

to do my will and does not return 

unfulfilled but completes the task of my intentions. 

To become an interlocutor with the dead, of the dead, for the dead, 

as Tom Mandel has done in these poems with such an extraordinary 

combination of tenderness and acuity, is still and always to assay mor

tal rhjngs - ro go up against the place where, as Derrida says, "limits 

tremble," and cl1e tongue breaks off. The elegy becomes nocl1ing less 

cl1an an effort to recover first dungs by naming last things. Negation, 

me erasure of self and of form, is transformed. The poem enacts me 

supreme moment of chiasmus, of cl1e intersection between conver

gence and divergence, bervveen embodying presence and self-empyt.ing 

absence. Our of absence and silence, it re-constitutes a new form and 

continuity, here where we always are, at the horizon of speech. 
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A Mutual Autobiography 

by Standard Schaefer 

In the p.reface ro Jean Day's The Literal World, she defines rne;uting 

as a "dialect we speak at home." Home, of course, is always sl1ift

ing in and out of the personal. Day herself describes the book as a 

"mutual autobiography." With schizophrenic assaults on common sense 

and cl1e vernacular, Day flirts wim romance, adventure genres, and 

from a family tradition of sermonizing. In doing so, Day also suggests 

cl1at poetry is more like a confidence game and should be so in order 

cl1at the medium can be used to ex'Pose me corruption and idealism of 

me quotidian. 

Such acts such as doing me laundry and walking up the stairs, often 

drenched in irony, nonetheless become suspended, delayed, interrupted 

by inserting moments of lucid statement, emotive assertion, and no

madic digressions mrough quire stylized memories. The result is that 

she approaches humor, the arr of the surface, rather cl1ai1 mere irony, 

cl1e an of depms ai1d heights. 

In "Narratives from the Crib," for example, Day's infant speaker 

wai1ts to describe what it is like to be a baby, but is prevented from 

doing so by the actual practical problems: "I was asked to be specific 

bur could only wave my hands." evenheless, me child manages to 

make me precocious suggestion mar all babies are little bourgeois in 

so far as the world revolves around mem and yet mey, the infants, 

finds the whole matter "too breezy" and "full of noise" to be worth 

getting involved actively. The infant describes how as his/her "body 

rises ever nearer completion" mar it becomes more distracting. Even 

the adults are distracted by rhe infant's growcl1. Even the child sees 

this inevitability as preventing it from doing irs appointed duty: ro act 

as a metaphor for the nostalgia of adults. 

While " arrarives from the Crib" is perhaps the most humorous 

piece in the collection, a shore series called "Tale" may be cl1e most 
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intricate. For one reason. the cover of the book features a photo

graph from Jim Jarmusch's film Dead Man and the beginning of this 

series involves a woman carving a canoe, much the same way as johnny 

Dep's character does in the film. Jarmusch's film is a sort of journey 

into a variety of Sames, but it is ultimately addressing monotony. The 

pace of that film is deliberately slow and repetitious. Day, too, takes a 

journey into sameness, into the present, but she uses speed and sus

pense. The effect is one of creating a tale from familiar elements 

without becoming a degraded copy. Asserting that "the tourist him

self looked dead," Day's work affirms itself as artifice and it denies the 

origin of the work as merely the first copy. The mixing of genre 

contributes to this sense along with the ideas of incest and cannibal

ism all of whid1 she uses to suggest chat even a single point of view is 

in conflict with itself. Even morning is a "process of triangulation." 

Irony, what Day calls our "dowry" is sec into abeyance. The reader is 

aware of an inheritance, but is uncertain to receive it in any way other 

than "incoherent speeches". 

Because language is an interrupting force for Day, she shifts from 

elements of fairy tale to American folk songs to Russian history and 

thus captures the humorous, superficial way that language binds and 

divides society over and over. Nonetheless, she is attracted both co 

language and society (in a way that perhaps Jarmusch is nor). Day 

affirms the chaos and diversity that makes language so exciting and 

brings readers back co the world with a renewed vigor, a desire to 

create and cause havoc, and a sense of possibility: "To be a thing 

about to happen," she says, "to bask in the light of taboo". 
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Temp Agency 

by Brian Kim Stephans 

Jeff Derksen begins his essay "Sires Taken_ ~s s,'.gns: Pla~e, the Open 
Text and Enigma in New Vancouver Wrttrng by posmg the ques

tion: "In the face of corporate constructio11s of our subjectivity that 

reduce a person co a 'living example', how can we assert a space for 

the subject that goes beyond the limited official versions?" The speci

ficity of this question is undermined somewhat by that very last phrase 

- "official versions" - for it is an officialdom that has become at

tached not only co the manipulations of a dominant business entities, 

bur also government and mainstream poetics, that union of the acad

emy, workshops and fine booksellers. Derksen wants a poetics that 

corrupts a corporate sense of ubiquity and completeness, and which at 

rhe same time affirms the autonomy of the self.as-citizen, the subject 

that is able ro respond to social realities from beyond the perimeters. 

For example, Canadian interpretive paradigms tend to see the geo

graphical landscape - even when dislocated, as in the case of islands 

(Derksen cites a poem by Margeret Atwood) - as unified, unchanging 

in an arena of Cartesian perspectivism; such metaphors when describ

ing Canada's sense of nationhood (illustrating the multicultural "mo

saic," for example) erase the differenmess of the differences it claims 

to "include". The result is an official "monologic" poetics, an exclu

sive or leveled representation that contributes to the government's 

"nation-building agenda" over a complicating heterglossia that is per

missive of alien discourses. Regionalism, when it becomes a "funded 

phenomenon," is, according co Derksen, quite different from the type 

of localism rhar Charles Olson actuated, in which the particularity of 

che local served to bring the (male) individual co a sort of bodily 

completion, a sense of signature, against technology's intrusions; how

ever, both the official Canadian and Olson's understanding of the 

local arc similar, in that both subsume the other that it wants to con-
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min - in ,urn la's c1se the disparate entities of its population, in 

Olson's case, women ,u1d Mayiws - in a quest for the completion of a 

"self" that is unified and uncomplicated. 
One element generally absent from C:madi:m poetics is cl1e vastness 

of the self-as-cosmos cl1at has typified much of rhe American poetry 

experience since the nineteencl1 century, and is struggling to resurface 

now even after cl1e disaster of Pound ,md new readings of Olson's 

poetics which see his quest for space as expressions of a modified 

colonial ambition. On the other hand, Derksen, both in his poetics 

and his long poem Dwell, has not entirely sacrificed the biographical 

"I," nor has he attempted to mask it under pastiche or irony. While 

Derksen and many ocl1er Canadian writers of Vancouver's Kootenay 

School of Writing (he was one of the founding members) are often 

associated with writers of cl1e "language" school, certain important 

distinctions in bocl1 practice and paradigms tend to make cl1em appear 

dissimilar. For e."Xample, writers like Bruce Andrews and Lyn Heijinian 

subsume cl1e "self' under a more pervasive activity of complicating me 

word-to-object relation clirough an almost rule-based writing which 

renders a cemeredness of cl1e art work - one is reminded of me "all 
overdness" of Jackson Pollock - eimer difficuJt to perceive or irrel

evant, and in cl1is way the unified voice itself. Once a multivalent, 

often excessive method or style has been assumed for a particuJar 

work (as in My Life or I Don't Have Any Paper, So Shut Up), it is 

maintained without much change in a general type of vocabulary, a 

level of synta,x, or in the word-to-object relationship and tone, so mat 

the surface, despite the agitation and polyphony of music (or even 

voices), remains consistent. The "self" is either present or absent in a 

fairly regular manner throughout, and one is not surprised by me sud

den appearance of cl1e centralizing author's "I" or someming resem

bling a lyrical poetics (contrasts from cl1e modernist canon include 

Paterson and '½", bocl1 of which change formal gears dramatically 

within cl1e work). Charles Bernstein, who tends to write shorter po

ems and who is less interested in cranking up a modus operandi at the 

head of a long work - like John Cage, for example, in his "readings" 

of literanire like Finnegans Wake or the Cantos - often permits breaks 

in his language in which the fickle, authoria.l "I" will make its presence, 

but he is usua.lly engaged in an act of high irony, sometimes so high 

that me narure of the irony itself is the main invention of the poem. 
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This isn't always been the case with Bernstein, and there is no way to 

"sum up" the range of his methods and interests (nor those of Andrews 

and Heijinian), but his tendency to use the most jarring artifice and hi 

occasional terrorizing of academic sanctifications of the Llterary canon 

- a concern wim education issues - keep his project distinct from 

what appears in Dwell. 

Though Derksen demonstrates a great ability to maneuver through 

terms and subcleties that are often reserved for university theses and 

academic discourses, Dwell is remarkably humorous, direct, and musi

cal. Though one can't say that it is "divided imo" sections, since there 

are no numbers denoting the separations, there appears to be types of 

poems that a.re included and grouped within the poem. The fir t 

section, or sub-poem, "Interface," is a series of single-line units that 

can be eicl1er "one-liners" (often hilarious, yet strangely solemn) that 

stand on cl1eir own, or lines which defiantly deny any ready interpreta

tion, and hence point only to their place as elements in tl1e string -

"Soviet Un.ion 24.9°/o" for example, and "United States 18-3°/o," which 

a.re statistics, mough uncontexwalized. The play between these lines 

is what both binds mis poem togemer and yet drives its centrifugal 
motion for 17 pages: 

A layered invention, looking in its own window. 

That binding arbitration of lip to neck or hips to hoolo hoop. 

Fronce 8. 9 %. 

It was bod news coming even from a hundred miles away or, ofter adopting, 
we grew to like the rattlesnake necktie. 

The percentage of blocks in the U.S. Armed Forces is higher than many other 

industries - this was talked about as a progressive step. 

Apparently, they'd been doing it like that for years. 

A used car battery sells for $ 1.50. 

One hundred and thirty eight pounds of joy. 

There is none of the tluow-away quality of some "language" and ew 

York school poetry in these lines, for they arc transparent and yet 

politicized in a way cl1at renders the numerous vectors of meaning a 
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high priority, and which creates a tension in the poet ro get it right; in 

fact, the microscopic modulation ~u1d bid for permanence char these 

lines make are distinctive characteristics. Another group of poems 

within Dwell retain some of the pacing of "Interface," and yet are 

broken into lines chat are often lyric-al, satirical or allusive, often utiliz

ing chose "pregnant pauses". The following is rhe beginning of "Phal
lic Coffee": 

The pure phrases ore aggressive 

and our only contact 

is commerce. A tiered role model 

is "speaking up" physically. 

This is the oldest city 

known to typography -

on exclamation point 

off the coast. It's undone 

business of history 

by the sea, the fort 

at the end of the point 

is a military base. #Toda 

por lo potrio • is red, 

yellow, and sedimentary. 

"Phallic Coffee" is resonant wicl1 echoes from Americ,m poets - Will

iams, Olson and even Ashbery's "Rivers and Mountains" seem present 

here - whose poems are being implicated in a partially erased yet 

onmipresenc discourse that refuses, nonetheless, to construct judg

ments. (One ming mat might be demonstrated in Derksen's lines -

and which makes mis partial absence possible - would be the pres

ence of a metaphysical, almost Symbolist, ambiguity which is absent 

from me materialist poetics of writers like Bernstein or Andrews.) 

Omer poems include a sort of fragmented, probably semi-fictitious 

(mough entirely "crue") travelogue/prose-poem called "'Hold Onto 

Your Bag Betty'," which deals wicl1 the empirical hunger of tourists 

chat renders even our most pure desires to simply record our journeys 

a complicated, colonizing affair: "A tree that looks cactuslike, growing 

straight up wimout any branches or tapering much in circumference, 

which is used to make ladders. 'You could pluck a geranium, stick it in 

the soil and it would grow ... ' he said, meaning why don't they do it."' 

There is a precision of visual description, in which subjectivity is tm

complicated but mostly suppressed, that is akin to cl1at of Marianne 
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Moore. 
The last two types of poems included in Dwell arc those chat ex-

pand me entire work into a dimensions mat go beyond meaning cl1at 
can be explored mrough prose-like sentences (even cl1e twisted ones 

of "Phallic Coffee"). "Neighborhood" begins: 
does seam meander 

redundant anthropologist stigma 

matters erst stinger 

reverse severance cents 

[sense of public outrage) generic seo~evel 

elements stunted desire 

renovates set tension 

on ontorio ointment 

("three of four expressed 

a lock of confidence ... ") centralizing 

ignition notational log garish shunts 

Derksen skates over a variety of word-processes cl1at produce and sub

vert meanings, occasionally breaking me scream with bracketed com
mentary mat can't be called "sub-text" - it is not under anything- bur 

radical transparencies mat jars one our of me scream of it, or reconfigures 

me parameters of me scream so mat it expands into furmer, more 

politicized, significances. There are shouts from me back room in chis 

poem mar brings me activity of the foreground, a sort of anagrammatic 

gene pool, to attention and hence elevates cl1e entire project above cl1e 

level of the "sense is sound" of jazz poetics. The final section of 

Dwell, "Temp Corp" - an allusion, one thinks, to another type of 

corporation that promises only a contracrual imposition of social form, 

mostly on the young - is one mar suffers most from critical abstrac

tion, except mat one might want to nirn to Roland Barthes' descrip

tion of Japanese (not English-language) haiku in Empire of the Signs 
in which cl1e brief poem is to obtain a "rightness" through the most 

undistinguished language. "Temp Corp" closes cl1e poem, and yer iris 

by far the most spare, underpopulated section, a quality char is exag

gerated by its placement after another long sub-poem in the manner of 

"Interface," called "If History Is me Memory of Time What Would 

OUJ Monument Be". These two poems, one opening and cl1e orher 

the penultimate, place "Temp Corp" outside a perimeter chat is imagi

natively arranged by rhe symmetric construction; it cakes on, cl1ere

fore, the sheen of superfluity, emphasizing Derksen's hereroglor poet

ics by nor subsuming the remainder in cl1e srrncrure of cl1e work. The 
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e tions of "Te.mp orps" - it is, again, a poem chat seems consrructed 

f sh rter poems - are extremdy brief and use the space of the page 

as a f rmal element, a nest in which co support its ironies and 

siP,uific:m es. Dzuell ends: 

from the body 

through the mind 

vio 
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One Unheard Liturgy 

By Dan Featherston 

Is it of such concern when what shall be 

already is within the moonward sea? 

-Olson, "The K, 

0 Ison was right about not seeing the year 2000. He did not "stem 

straight" from his father's mother, and facl1er time cut him down 

mirty years short. If he'd stemmed straight, we might have heard him 

"hang out some second story window / and sing ... one unheard lit

urgy." On the eve of the K, I wonder what Olson's "unheard liturgy" 

would have sounded like. What would Olson have made of the 

rnillennialists heading, for hills and bunkers? What would he have made 

of meir fearful liturgies cl1at me Y2K problem will push civilization 

back into the stone age? What would he have made of cl1e masses 

slouching off to Bethlehem in hopes of wimessing the Second Com

ing? 

The conquest and reconquest of space and time have always been big 

business. From the rim of the millennium, thousands of pilgrims hustle 

into the navel of the JudeoChristian universe to be among the first "lase" 

people, a kind of reversal of Olson's "[wle are the last 'first' people." The 

Israeli police, anticipating, the Second Coming, have organized a special 

Millennium Squad to deal with rabble-rousers like the Concerned Chris

tians booted out of cl1e Holy Land for plotting Armageddon. These first 

last people carry old maps with the Mediterranean as central sea, maps 

that Olson said "went overboard," along, with Columbus's Atlantic map, 

when Magellan discovered the Pacific. As Olson notes, "Homer was an 

end of the myth world from which cl1e Mediterranean began. But in 

Ulysses he projected the archetype of the West to follow." Dante's map 

anticipates Columbus's Atlantic. The third and final map was Melville's 

(Magellan's) Pacific, "where West returned to East." 

But these religious pilgrims have no use for literary archetypes of tl1e 

West. They travel East. If there is an archetype of the West in rhe 

Judea-Christian imagination, it is the return to Eden in the New Found 
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Land. A good candidate is the Mormon vision of Native Americans as 

the Ten Lost Tribes of Israel: the West is a Lost East. Not new space but 

old time: history is the map. Peering into the Mediterranean navel, the 

Judeo-Christian map warps back on the East, skipping over the West. For 

Olson, the Y2K problem pushes us back way before 1900. The Second 

Coming returns us to the first,"last" people hemmed in by the Mediterra

nean Sea. Perhaps Heraclitus was the only true prophet of time. With no 

Second Coming in sight, Olson's prophecy for the millennium still holds: 

"The affairs of men remain a cluef concern". 

Full circle. 

What was Olson's "full circle"? What "tide" and what "moon"? In Call 
Me Ishmael, it is the Pacific rim and an "end of the UNKNOWN". In a 

century of two world wars, "the affairs of men" enter the imagination as 

global: all points, all instants "middleearth". The millenarian Christian's 

full circle ushers in an end to the Whore of Babylon, that protean avatar 

of evil interpreted through lustory as the Roman Church, the local mag

istrates, the US government Jews, Muslims, women, African Americans, 

money, taxes, gun-control lobbyists, and so on. Olson's full circle would 

usher in "an end to romans, hippocrats and christians," an "END of 

individual responsible only to himself." Olson left the forwarding address 

in "La Preface": "Buchenwald new Altamira cave". He pushed the human 

address back to the Paleolithic, forward to the Holocaust. The 

JudeoChristian address is not so specific: back door Eden, front door 

New Heaven & Earth. Judeo-Christian Revelation is transparency of the 
world: the house gone up in flames. 

Olson's concerns were grounded in the body, the polis, and the "sim

pler" attention to "salts and minerals of the earth ... " We are Antaean: 

"only in touch with the land and water of the earth do we keep our 

WEIGHT, retain POTENTIAL'. A taste for stones. Time, in Olson's 

hands, became material: Put away time, "come into space." His other 

Father, Melville, did not stem straight from Moby Dick, and followed 

the Christian obsession: Put away space, come into time. According to 

Olson, Melville's trip to the Holy Land gives up the ghost of Leviathan 
Space for what's sealed in the Christian 

sepulcher of history's parenthetical closure. The tomb is empty, and 
the inscription reads: 

"the dead bury the dead, and it is not very interesting." 

Judeo-Christian eschatology is the undoing of time and space: an end 
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to history and its materials. It was the material of history Olson picked 

up from Melville and the geist of 20th century America: "Document 

means ... / no parenthesis." The Christian vision of history is a single 

document's linear march toward apocalypse. The Book encloses the world, 

not vice versa. Not the breaking of the seals, but rebinding history with.in 

a Christian narrative which carried its address forward this century to 

Buchenwald in the form of Fascism and mass extermination: Hitler's 

Reich was to reign for a thousand years, rhyming with the Christian 

millennium. At the core of 20th century totalitarianism, the totalizing 

view of religious eschatology. While new depths of human history open 

up at Altamira, Judeo-Christian space-time shuts down in Revelation as 

annihilation. 
Judaism and Christianity are desert religions. Olson, like Melville be

fore him, pushed past the Judeo-Christian vision of matter as all waste 

and wilderness, and looked back to Porphyry's clue that "the generation 

of images in the mind is from water." In Judeo-Christian mythology, 

water is chaos and terror, beginning in Genesis and the catalog of prohib

ited sea creatures in Leviticus. InJudeo-Christian mythology, the body is 

also terror and chaos, all waste and wilderness. To see God Jesus went 

away from polis to fast in the desert: if there is baptism, it is to burn up 

what moves like water in a man. 

What moves like water in a man? 

What is that "tide in a man/ moves through him"? In Melville and 

Olson, water is gate and center, boundary and core. It is, like time, al

ready moving in the moving man, "already within the rnoonward sea 

Olson shifts prologue to the present. In Judeo-Christian eschatology, 

the past is prologue; or no-logue: Revelation as magically undoing all 

logos, all history's sad chronicling of the failure of eternity. For the Chris

tian, eternity is always imminent, the present is dress rehearsal. Olson's 

present is the instant, "You, the cause": 
... there is no such thing as duality either of the body and the soul or of the world 

and 1, that fact in the human universe is the discharge of the many (the multiple) by 
the one (yrself done right, whatever you ore, in whatever job, is the thing- all 
hierarchies, like dualities, ore dead ducks). 

In a recent discussion of Christianity in contemporary poetry, the poet 

Paul Mariani states, "Charles Olson was a poet who had been baptized a 

Catholic, but where in the poetry will one find a Catholic vision?" Mariani 

fails to see that Olson's vision swallowed up Catholic vision in tl1e Maxi

mus Poems. The Maximus Universe is to the Catholic Universe as Levia-
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than is to guppy. Christian vision is bound by its own onhodo>..-y, handed 

down as Law of The Book. In the next millennium it is only by working 

into ,md against the grain of these traditions chat a writer can truly ad

dress a Cadiolic Universe relevant to the full scope of what it means co be 

human, which now includes Alcarnira and Buchenwald.11us is what Olson 

refers to as die "two live pases": 
your own ... and one other which we don't yet hove the vocabulary for, because 

the West hos stayed so ignorant, and the East hos lived off the old lot too long. 

The western box is held toged1er by die small scope of Judeo-Christian 
ideology that excludes d1ese "two live pases". 11ie small "vocabLJary" of 

so much contemporary American poetry reflects this binding constraint 

and obsession with "the old fat" of the Ease. Olson's vision begins with 
rhe vocabulary of two universes: die body as organism ("bodi die insrru

menr of discovery and die instrwnenc of definition") and die environ

ment of me eard1. Body and earth: Y2K, I can hear Olson's unheard 
linirgy, hanging out some window into die dawn of die new millennium: 

It is undone business 

I speak of, this morning, 
with the sea 
stretching, out 
from my feet. 
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